
Cooperation between PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" and transportation service client for interconnection 
points with the GTS of neighboring countries in accordance with the Code of GTS. 

- submit an application for conclusion of natural gas transportation contract with  "Ukrtransgaz", together with 
documents confirming the authority of persons to present, and perform transactions on behalf of the 
transportation service client; http://utg.ua/en/utg/business-info/documents.html  

- conclude a contract for the transportation of natural gas with PJSC "Ukrtransgaz", in its annexes will be 
determined booked capacity (volume and its type) in the appropriate entry point (IP), established financial 
guarantee for access to facilities and balancing services; 

- Get EIC for suppliers and the natural gas market actor http://utg.ua/en/utg/business-info/documents.html 

- Get shipper code for matching procedure (letter of application addressed to the Head of Central Dispatching 
Department PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" Mr.Datsiuk in free form); 

- Pay the financial security http://utg.ua/en/utg/business-info/documents.html 

- Pay for booked capacity; 

- In case of supply of natural gas to consumers ensure the security stock of natural gas; 

- Conclude foreign trade contracts for the purchase of natural gas and submit to PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" it’s 
copy; 

- Get prime entry (pre-customs declaration) and submit it to the PJSC "Ukrtransgaz"; 

- Provide operator of GTS PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" with duly completed and executed monthly nomination of 
transportation service client on entry and exit point (http://utg.ua/en/utg/business-info/documents.html); 

- receive confirmation of monthly nomination from the TSO PJSC "Ukrtransgaz"; 

- 5 working days prior to gas supply in order to create appropriate shipper pair submit information about seller 
of natural gas under the established form, shipper code and EIC of seller, the direction of supply, volumes, 
terms of supply, indicate adjacent GTS to  PJSC "Ukrtransgaz"  ; 

- PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" creates and agrees with the adjacent TSO appropriate shipper pair and informs the 
transportation service client; 

- Provide "Ukrtransgaz" with daily nomination in the prescribed form of nomination for the entry point to the 
GTS for each shipper pair and receive confirmed nomination for respective gas day at a specified by the 
client address; 

- by the 5th day of the month following the delivery, PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" prepare relevant acceptance/delivery 
protocol with the adjacent operator of GTS and provides originals to the customs authorities of Ukraine, and 
copies are provided to the transportation service client for further customs clearance of natural gas that 
crossed the border in accordance with agreed shipper pairs (interconnection agreement for IP between 
operators of adjacent systems) 

- by the 10th day of the month following the delivery, report on inflow and allocation of natural gas 
transportation service client; 

- After the 12th day of the month following the delivery, pay operator of GTS PJSC "Ukrtransgaz" for balancing 
services if there is an imbalance; 
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The procedure for submitting and confirming nominations 

In an exchange of information energy units (kW / h or MW / h) will be used, that is essential for effective and 
successful matching procedure. For now as the communications protocol we use Excel file and emailing data 
format instead edig @ s and AS2 protocol. The template of Excel file is in Appendix 2. 

1. Transportation service client submits nomination to the operator of gas transmission system no later than 
15:00 hours (13:00 in winter and at 12:00 in summer UTC) of D-1. 

2. If the entity provides more than one nomination, operator of gas transmission system will consider the 
nomination, which was received the last. 

3. If the booked volume of gas during the procedure of matching between adjacent operators of GTS for the 
next gas day is more than offered by supplier of shipper pair, the "lesser rule" is used in this procedure; 

4. GTS operator shall notify the transportation service client on acceptance or rejection of nomination by 
17.00 (15:00 in winter and at 14:00 in summer UTC) of D-1. In case of rejection of nomination gas 
transmission system operator gives the reason (code) of rejection of the nomination. 

5. After the matching procedure between gas transportation organizations in accordance with the 
nominations, the operator of the gas transportation system provides information on the results of the matching 
procedure (rejection and the reasons therefor, and providing and receiving data on matching)to the 
transportation service client on his email address in the established form. 

6. For the physical entry points to the transportation system in connections with transportation systems of 
neighboring countries, the transportation service client must every Thursday, not later than 10.00 am, 
provide the gas transmission system operator with forecast of the daily volumes of natural gas that will be 
supplied for transportation each gas day next week in period from Monday to Sunday. 


